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Coaching That Is
Both Student
Centered and
Teacher Centered
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hat have I learned since I first wrote Differentiated Coaching?
Well, back in 2001, when I began working directly with teachers, not much
had been written about instructional coaching. I’d been hired as a consultant
for a school change initiative that became my doctoral research. While I had a
dozen years of executive and organizational coaching experience, including
school leadership, I soon realized I was immersed in a crash-course independent study on partnering with teachers during change.
The teachers and I worked on meeting the needs of more students, holding
higher expectations, and differentiating instruction. The results of the change
initiative and coaching? We took the failure rate on major projects at that urban
middle school from over 30 percent to less than 1 percent. Overall assignment
completion rates increased significantly. And of the students involved in the
study, 65 percent were on track to pass the state accountability tests that year,
compared with 41 percent the year before. I published the research (Kise, 2005)
and the first edition of Differentiated Coaching.
As I began training other coaches, though, I realized that my unique
coaching background meant that my assumptions were different than the
equally valuable assumptions and mindsets that educators had toward
instructional coaching. I realized I’d learned to look in two directions at once
and needed to help other coaches do the same.
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2  Differentiated Coaching
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What do I mean? Perhaps the easiest way to explain is . . .
Imagine that you’re participating in my coaching workshop. With the administrivia
out of the way, I flash up the first slide (Figure 1.1):
The person next to you chuckles, “Right, she hasn’t met our deadwood.”
But you listen as I explain my choice of image: the steep, uphill climb that
changing one’s classroom often involves and the differentiated coaching techniques
that build on a teacher’s strengths, needs, and concerns. And you nod as I explain
my colleagues’ research. Barger and Kirby (2004) surveyed over two thousand
people about what they needed during change and learned that there are clear differences in the following:
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•• The informational needs of people with different personalities and cognitiveprocessing styles in times of change
•• How they process and react to that information
•• What factors make change more stressful
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Resistance to change increases when these needs are not met. Further, leaders, in
general, fail to recognize and deal effectively with these needs.
Then, I share the story of the teacher who told me, “That new curriculum—
they’re asking me to experiment on my students!” Perhaps you begin to empathize
with her mounting frustration with her school district’s refusal to address her team’s
concerns. And as I add in the brain research on teachers with her cognitive-processing
style (p. 27), especially their aversion to taking risks, reframing teacher resistance as
failing to meet their needs begins to make sense.
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Figure 1.1
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No doubt, though, someone behind you is muttering, “Hogwash! We need to focus
on student learning, not what the teacher needs. Student-focused coaching, that’s the
ticket.” But then my next slide pops up (Figure 1.2), pointing out the fallacy of believing that we either focus on teachers or on students when we need to do both.
Yes, it’s a complex graphic, but you get the point. We need to find the right rhythm
between meeting teacher needs to maximize their professional growth and implementing learning community goals to maximize student learning. Combining these focuses
leads to maximum change. Ignoring either one leads to problems. Now, reframing
resistance makes sense.
What makes even more sense to you are the series of both/and statements that
compose the differentiated coaching model. We need to look in both directions at
the same time by doing the following:

Teacher Needs and School Needs
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•• Understanding teacher strengths and beliefs and the school’s research-based
vision for learning and student success
•• Setting coaching cycle goals based on the problems the teacher wishes to solve
and research- or data-based goals that reflect school priorities
•• Meeting the needs of the teacher during change and leveraging your coaching
strengths and available resources
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Source: Polarity Map Copyright  2016 Polarity Partnerships, LLC, All Rights Reserved. www.polarity
partnerships.com
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•• Collecting evidence that influences teacher beliefs and evidence of student
learning
•• Whenever possible, situating coaching within deep collaboration and a common language for teaching and learning
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Now you’re ready to dive into the practical exercises the workshop offers, designed
to help you put these ideas into practice. And as I suggested, you’ve identified a teacher
who, in the past, you might have labeled “resistant.” Throughout the day, you’ll be
reflecting on what needs haven’t been met . . . yet.
You look again at the handout with the coaching cycle flowchart (Figure 1.3) and
realize that synergy compacts the complexity!
Thoughts of the teacher you’re reframing come to mind . . . a strength . . . a
legitimate question raised about a strategy . . . a concern about a school
initiative . . . yes, there just might be ways to adjust your coaching.
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In summary, I learned to explicitly address the difficult terrain of meeting
teacher needs while concentrating on success for all students. And I use both/
and thinking to suspend the idea of teacher resistance so that it is easier to
assume that all teachers can meet the high expectations we have for them.
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REFRAMING RESISTANCE

Two things happen when we reframe teacher resistance in terms of failing to
meet their needs.

The Differentiated Coaching Model
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Figure I.3
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•• First, administrators, coaches, and professional development
coordinators—anyone involved in mentoring or leading teachers—all
adopt a growth mindset (Dweck, 2006), acting on the belief that all
teachers can learn, given time, the right kind of support, and deliberate
practice. If we want teachers to operate out of the belief that all students
can learn, we need to model, in turn, that we believe all teachers can learn.
•• Second, assuming that there are no resistant teachers changes how we
discuss initiative implementation. A plan that starts with supporting
teacher needs is very different from one that starts with, “How will we
get the resisters on board?”
•• And, if implementation gets a bit rocky, we focus on, “Did we choose the
right goals for our staff, students, and community? Where did our planning miss the mark? How did we fail to meet the needs of the teachers?
How accurate were our estimates of the time, resources, and energy
needed? Did we fall into the trap of initiative fatigue?”
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Meeting the needs of teachers does not mean that each of them sets their
own time frame, standards, and outcomes for change. Instead, differentiated
coaching incorporates research on human motivation, human differences, and
adult learning, acknowledging the following:
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Teachers form their practices around what they do best.
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Their strengths are related to their personalities and inborn cognitive processes.
Their natural cognitive processes drive their educational beliefs.
Changing their practices means changing those beliefs.
That makes change very, very difficult.
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Thus, coaching often involves communicating, questioning, supporting, and collaborating with teachers in ways that may not match what you
do best—without exhausting yourself. How? That’s what this book is about.
The first half of Differentiated Coaching lays out five key elements for effectively coaching teachers for change. The second half introduces the sixth key:
using a framework that helps identify patterns in teacher beliefs, needs, and
cognitive processing styles that, while not eliminating the difficulty of change,
adds understanding and a common language for coaching and for discussing
teaching and learning.

WHAT’S NEW IN THE SECOND EDITION?
This second edition reflects many of the questions other coaches have asked me
during the past ten years. Here’s what’s new.
The power of and. As illustrated earlier, key elements of differentiated
coaching are now stated as both/and propositions. Why? To answer the

6  Differentiated Coaching
questions that either/or thinking in education reform constantly brought
to the surface. Meeting teacher needs and focusing on student learning is
one example.
Reflective exercises. I’ve taken several of the exercises I developed for
workshops and revised them for self-study and small-group discussion.
Planning model. The core questions for differentiated coaching are now
part of an explicit coaching cycle model you can use to reflect on potential
coaching moves.
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An online tool. The framework of personality type, explained in Part II,
provides a powerful, neutral language for discussing teaching and learning.
Through my partnership with TypeCoach, each copy of Differentiated Coaching
comes with one-time access to this online, interactive tool. See page 96 for
details. It isn’t an assessment but rather a process of discovery that lets you
decide for yourself how you fit into the framework of personality type, a
strengths-based framework for understanding, appreciating, and working with
people who do and don’t think like you.
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What Is TypeCoach?
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TypeCoach (www.type-coach.com) is a set of web-based, interactive tools for
helping people identify their four-letter personality type code and apply the
concepts to work and other aspects of their lives. Designed by Rob Toomey,
TypeCoach ensures that each person in an organization receives a complete
and unbiased introduction to personality type and is able to verify the type
that best fits their natural approach to gathering information and making
decisions—two processes at the core of education and of coaching.
Instead of completing an assessment, participants watch brief videos that
explain the concepts, read descriptions of the various cognitive processes, choose
which ones fit them best, and work through a verification process to determine
their four-letter code. The site then provides a detailed report for that type,
describing patterns as to where they are found in education, typical classroom
practices, collaboration style, strengths and common struggles, and sources of
stress, as well as tips for dealing with stress. The reports are designed to help
individuals make the most of their natural strengths and avoid related pitfalls.
They also function to help coaches understand teachers who simply do not learn
in the same way as the coach. For information on accessing TypeCoach, please
see page 96.

If you are a coach or mentor (and administrators, staff developers, and teachers
all may serve as coaches), these pages will help you do the following:
•• Tailor your coaching practices to meet the needs of each teacher
•• Understand how to “translate” school or district mandates into practices or implementation methods that use a teacher’s strengths, not
weaknesses
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•• Develop a neutral methodology for evaluating why teachers won’t
change and then using their wisdom to improve reform goals and
methods
If you facilitate professional development or teacher education, these pages will
provide new tools to do the following:
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•• Create staff development experiences that teachers look forward to
(instead of assuming, “There’ll be nothing in it for me . . .”)
•• Help teachers collaborate at a deep, reflective level
•• Increase teacher willingness to implement in their classrooms what
they learn during workshops, team meetings, or classes
If you are a principal or administrator, these pages will help you do the
following:
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•• Understand your own strengths and beliefs, how these influence your
goals and implementation strategies, and how these may bring about
resistance in teachers who are least like you
•• Anticipate patterns of resistance and adjust both the content and delivery
of professional development to meet the needs of the teachers for whom
the changes will be hardest
•• Develop a schoolwide framework for teaching and learning so that conversations can focus on which students each educational practice will
reach rather than on who is “right” or “wrong”

If you are a teacher, the brunt of school reform initiatives falls on you and
your colleagues. Sometimes, the efforts make sense. At other times, the changes
seem potentially harmful to some of your students. This framework will allow
you to do the following:
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•• Stand back from your own practice and evaluate the changes through
the framework to determine which children are being served, who is
being left out, and where your own practices might need adjustment
•• Present your analysis in a factual, logical manner when reform, analyzed in the aforementioned unbiased way, does seem to harm some
students
•• Collaborate more effectively with colleagues in ways that increase your
collective wisdom
•• Advocate for your own needs during the change process

Does this sound like hard work? Change is hard work, even when we want
to change and are convinced it’s worth the effort. Yet all too often, teachers are
expected (not even asked) to change without clear explanations or evidence of
how the changes will be better than what they are doing now. If we are insisting that teachers meet the needs of all students, let’s model how to do it by
meeting every teacher’s needs as they engage in the difficult work of changing
their classrooms.

8  Differentiated Coaching
REFLECTION
1. Think about teachers who seem resistant to being coached. Why do you
think they are resistant?
2. What are your favorite teaching strategies? Compare notes with another
coach who seems to think a bit differently than you.
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3. Consider a curriculum, teaching strategy, or classroom management strategy you resisted. What were your reasons?
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4. Reflect on the sentence, “If we want teachers to operate out of the belief that
all students can learn, we need to model, in turn, that we believe all teachers
can learn.” Do you agree or disagree? Why? What does this mean for you as
a coach?

